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A bstmct We preseni. a potential reduction algorit.hm which performs at most one rank one update at each 
iteration and at most O(nL) updates to solve a linear pro,~ram. This algorithm requires 0(n3 L) arithmetic 
operations, An important aspect of this algorithm and i';s analysis is that it does not always require the 
approximate scaling mEltrix to be in a certain box around the primal-dual scaling matrix. 

1. Introduction 
Anstreicher and Bosch [2], Bosch and Anstreicher [3] showed that the rank one update 

idea of Karmarkar l6] can be used to improve the worst case complexity of the large step 
potential reduction algorithm of Ye [14], Freund [4], and Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [7]. 
Let Dk be the scaling matrix in these algorithms. The analysis of Anstreicher and Bosch [2], 
Bosch and Anstreicher [3], and Karmarkar [6] uses an approximation if of Dk as a scaling 
matrix at every iteration. They assume that at each iteration iJk satisfies 

- k ). 
lip < DID' < P - t1 u- (1.1) 

for p > 1, and use 
if lip < iJklDk.+1 < P -- u u - , 

otherwise. 
( 1.2) 

This results in a "bulk" rank one updates at each iteration. The Anstreicher and Bosch 
[2] and Bosch and Anstreicher [3] algorithm terminates in O( foL) iterations and performs 
at most O( fo) updates on the average. Ye [15] and Mizuno [9] presented O( n 3 L) potential 
reduction algorithm requiring O(nL) iterations. 

Mizuno [10] showed that an O(nL) iteration primal-dual algorithm can be developed 
which performs at most one rank one update at each iteration. The algorithm in l'vlizuno 
[10] restricts the ratio of elements of the current point and its approximation so that at 
most one rank one update is performed at an iteration. 

All the rank one update algorithms [2,5,6,9,10,11,13,15] assume that the approximate 
scaling matrix satisfy a condition similar to (1.1) at each iteration and update the element 
not satisfying such .CL condition. The algorithm in Mizuno [10] restricts the step size, wnile 
Anstreicher and Bosch [2] may have to do O( fo) updates so that (1.1) is satisfied. 

In this paper we show that a strict enforcement of.condition such as (1.1) is not necessary 
to get O( nL) updates in a O( n3 L) method. Therefore, in the structure of our algorithm we 
may allow variables to violate (1.1) while taking large steps. The algorithm and its analysis 
that we present here uses the primal-dual framework. In addition, we differ from Bosch and 
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Anstreicher [3] in the condition we impose to safeguard the line search, and from Mizuno 
[10] in the condition we use to check candidate variables for rank one updates. Many other 
aspects of the analysis in this paper are similar to those in Anstreicher [1], Anstreicher and 
Bosch[2]' Bosch and Anstreicher [3] and Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise[7]. 
Notation: X represent a diagonal matrix for which Xii = Xi. 11.11 is used to represent 
two norm. For simplicity lIu,vll is used to represent two norm of vector (uT,vT)T. PA = 
1- AT(AATtl A and PA = AT(AAT)-l A orthogonally project a vector onto the ull space 
and range space of A respectively. 

2. Basic Algorithm and its Complexity 
Let us consider the lineG.r program (P) 

mlmmlze eT X } 

s.t. Ax = b 
X 2: 0, 

and its dual (D) 
maxImIze bT 

7r } 

s.t. AT 7r+s=e 
s 2: 0. 

Consider the primal-dual potential function 

n 

q;(x, s) = (n + fo) In xT s - L In XiSi. 
i=1 

The derivative of <p(x,s) is given by 

'" A-. ( ) _ n+fo X-I v x'/' x,s -xTsS- e, 
Vs<p(x,s) = n:r.x -S-Ie. 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

In order to solve (P) and (D), for an algorithm it is sufficient to reduce <p(x, 8) by J( foL 
[4, 14] for some constant K We now present our algorithm. 

Algorithm 2.1: 
Input: A,b,e,xo, 7r 0 , sO,iJo = XOI/2So-1/2,p > 1,,8 > 0,( > 0. 
For k = 0, 1, ... do: 

iJ := iJk 
Obtain the search direction Px, P1f and Ps by solving the problem S(iJ): 

mllllmlze -V x<p(x, sf Px - V s<p(X, s)T Ps 
subject to Apx = 0, 

ATp1f + Ps = 0, 
E(l) == IIb- Ipx , iJPslI :::; 1. 

The solution of S(iJ) is given by 

Px = iJPx/IlPx,Psll, 
Ps = b-Ips/IlPx,Psll, 
P1f = P1f/IlPx,Psll, 

(2.5) 
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date. 

where 
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Px = PAiJ)\1x<l>(X,S), 
P8 = FAiJj-1\1.<I>(X, s), 
p", = -(AD2 AT)-l A\1.<I>(x, s). 

Find a B by a line search on <1>( x, s) guarded by 

k k k k > xi Si f3 n I k/ k I <I>(x ,s )-<I>(x -Bpx,s -Bp.) - ~L In( k_O( ).)/( k_O( H 

End 

and set 

y n ;=1 Xi Px I Si P •• 

Xk+1 = xk - Bpx, 
'lr

k+1 = 'Irk - Bp"" 
sk+l = sk - 0p •. 

If <1>( xl<, sk) - <1>( Xk+1 ,sk+1) 2: E, let bk+1 = b k, 

Otherwise, let Dk+1 = Xk+11 /2 Sk+l -1/2, and 

Vk = {i . Dk.+1/bk > P or Dk.+1/bk < l/p} . u u u u- . 

If Vk ~ 0 find an i E Vk and set b k.+1 = D k.+1 
r u u· 

- k+l - k . Also set Dii = Dii for all other l. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The choice of p, f, f3 used in describing the algorithm is made more precise in Theo
rem 3.6. In particular, p = 2, f3 = .1 and E = .016 is used in our analysis. The assumption 
b o = X 01 / 2 SO-1/2 is for simplicity. We can start with any positive diagonal matrix b. 

First we explain the logic of Algorithm 2.l. At iteration k we have an approximate 
scaling matrix b k

. A search direction for (P) and (D) is computing from (2.5). We then 
perform a line search to reduce <I>(x, s) while guarding it by condition (2.6). Condition (2.6) 
comes out naturally in our analysis. In practice to simplify the line search the right hand 
side of (2.6) can be replaced by a bound on it (for example use bounds available at any step 
of the proof of Lemma 3.5). There are two possible cases. Case I: A step e can be taken 
in the search direction which yield sufficient reduction E in the potential function. In this 
case we do not update the scaling matrix and proceed to the next iteration. 

Case II: The potential function is not reduced by amount E. In this case we find the set 
of variables which are not in a certain box around the correct scaling matrix. If this set is 
empty (Case 11.1), we proceed to the next iteration as in Case 1. Otherwise, we pick anyone 
of the variables in the set, update the corresponding element of the scaling matrix, perform 
a rank one update to generate projection matrices corresponding to the new scaling matrix, 
and proceed to the next iteration. 

It is important to note that any variable in the set Vk is a candidate for update. Strategies 
can be devised to prioritize variables for updating. Furthermore, all the variables in the set 
Vk can be updated simultaneously (i.e., "bulk" rank one updates can be performed) without 
changing the complexity of the algorithm. Therefore, the advantage of a one update at a 
time approach would be to reduce the total number of rank one updates in practice. 
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Theorem 2.1. Assume that at each iteration of Algorithm 2.1 </J(x,s) is reduced while satis
fying (2.6). Then total number of rank one updates and the total number of iterations in this 
algorithm are bounded by O( nL). Furthermore, this algorithm requires O( n3 L) arithmetic 
operations to solve a linear program. 
Proof: We first show that it is sufficient to bound the number of rank one updates performed 
by Algorithm 2.1 by O(nL;. 

An iteration k could be of two types. If fJk+ I = fJk we call it Type 1, otherwise we call 
it Type 2. Let MI and M2 be Type 1 and Type 2 iterations respectively. Let M = MI + M2 
and let N be the total number of rank one updates. 

A Type 1 iteration corresponds to Case Ior Case 11.1 discussed above. In Case I, </J( x, s) 
is reduced by t = .016 at the current iteration. In Case Il, from Theorem 3.6, </J(x, s) is 
reduced by t = .016 at the next iteration. Since the total desired reduction in </J(x,s) is 
J( ynL, MI is bounded by O( ynL). Furthermore, since each Type 2 iteration corresponds 
to a rank one update, to bound M2 it is sufficient to bound N. We do this next. 

Assume that the scaling matrix corresponding to variable i is updated at iterations 
kh, kf, ... , k~;. kh = 0 for all i. From (2.7) we know that 

I 
kj I kj I x· s· 

21n p::; In / ~; , 
X .1+1 Is ,'+1 • • 

then for all updates for variable i we have 

and for all variables we have 

Now, from (2.6) we have 

M-I 

2Nlnp::; n + ,fiilf3 L (</J(XI, si) - </J(xl+I,sl+I)) = O(nL)If3· 
1=0 

The result follows for appropriate choices of f3 and p. Finally, to prove the complexity of the 
algorithm it is sufficient to note that the amount of work at Type I and Type Il iterations 
is O(n 2 ). 0 

Note that the bound on the number of rank one updates does not require that sufficient 
progress be made in </J(x,s) at each iteration. To get this bound it is sufficient that the line 
searches on </JO be guarded by (2.6). In the next section we show that if Vk =: 0, for p = 2 
and f3 = .1, </J(x,s) can be reduced by t = .016 while satisfying (2.6). 

3. Analysis of the Basic Algorithm 
First we show that if 

(3.1 ) 

</J( x, s) can be reduced sufficiently. Next we will show that it is possible to sufficiently 
reduce </J(x,s) while satisfying (2.6). For simplicity we take xk, 7r

k, s\ D\ fJk, Xk+l, 
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7r H1 , Sk+l, DH1, b H1 as x, 7r, S, D, b, x+, 7r+, s+, D+ and b+ respectively. Also let 
b = min{x~/2s~/2}. 
Theorem 3.1. Let b k satisfy (3.1) and Px, P7r' Ps be given as in (2.5). Then for some 
rE (0,1) and () such that 

(:3.2) 

we have 
v'3 r2 

4>(x - ()Px,s - ()P.) ~ 4>(x,s) - 2p2 r + 2(1 _ r) 

We need a few lemmas to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2 (f(ojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [J][page 335}) For a () satisfying (3.2) we have 

where 
n + y'n T T T -1 -1 

gdPr,Ps) = - T (s PJ; + X Ps) + e (X Px + S Ps), 
x s 

g2(PX.PS) = IIX-lpx.S-1PsIl2/2(1 - r). 

Lemma 3.2 is standard and we omit its proof here. D 

Lemma 3.3 The directions Px, Ps obtained from (2.5) satisfy 

Proof: Let dx , d7r , cls solve the problem S(D) : 

mInImIze -\1 x4>( x, s)T d.r - \1.4>( x, s)T ds 
s.t. Adx = 0 

A T d7r +ds =O 
E(l/ p) == IID-Idx , Ddsll ~ 1/ p. 

(a.3) 

(a.4) 

(:3.5) 

From the definition of E(l/p), £(1) and using (a.1) it is easy to see that E(l/p) C £(1). 
Therefore dx. d7r , ds is a feasible solution for S(b). Hence, 

The solution of S(D) is given by 

where 

dx = Ddx/(plld.r,dsll), 
ds = D-Ids/(plldx, dsll), 
d7r = -d,,/(plldx , dsll), 

dx = PAD D\1x4>(x,s), 
d. = FAD D-I\1s4>{x,s), 
d" = (AD2AT)-IJl\1s4>(X,s). 

(:1.7) 
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d = n +T Vn X 1/ 2 SI/2e _ X- I / 2 S-I/2e. 
x y 

Now note that d = D'Vx<l>(x,s) = D-1'V.<I>(x,s). Substituting the value of dx,d. from (3.7) 
in (3.6) and using PAD = PADPAD , PAD = PADPAD and above, we have 

T T- -
gl(Px,P.) S -(d PADd+d PADd)/pIIPADd,PADdll = -lldll/p· 

From Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [7][Lemma 2.5] we know that IIdll 2 V3/28, which gives 
the desired result. 0 

Lemma 3.4. 

Proof: 

IIX-1pxll S plo, 

IIS-1p.1I S plo, 
IIX-1px, S-lp.1I2 S p2/02. 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

IIX-1pxll = IIX-l/2S-I/2D-Ibb-lpxll S IID-1bb-1pxll/o S pllb-1px ll/8 S p/8. 

The last two inequalities in above follow from (3.1) and the definition of EO respectively. 
The proof of (3.9) and (3.]0) are similar to the proof of (3.8). 0 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. From using Lemma 3.3, :3.4 and (3.10) in (3.3) we have 

<I>(x+,s+) - <I>(x\sk) S -V3()/2p8 + p2()2/(282(1 - T)). 

Let () = (57 / p. For T E (0,1) it is clear from (3.8) and (3.9) that x+ and ,5+ remain feasible. 
Hence we have 

V3 T2 
A.(x+ s+) - A.(xk sk) < --T + .0 
'P, 'P, - 2p2 2(1-T) 

From Theorem 3.1 we know that progress in the potential function can be made for 
p > 1. We now show that the condition used to safeguard the line search would also be 
satisfied for appropriate doices of T. 

Lemma 3.5. Let Pr, p", Ps be given as in {2.5}. Then, for T E (0,1) and () = 8T/p 
satisfying {3.2} we have 

n I xis I t; ln
xt

/
st 

S ~T+T2/2(1-T) 

Proof: 

L~=l Iln :'<:f I S L~=l (lln(l - ()(X-Ipx);)1 + Iln(l - 8(S-lps)i)!) 

S ()I\){-l Px, S-lpslh + ()2I1X- 1px, S-lpsll2 /2(1 - T) 

(because Iln(l - 8v)1 S Olvl + 02v2 /2(1 - T), 10vl < T < 1.) 

S 0J2;lIx- 1px, S-lpsll + 02I1X-1px, S-lpsl12 /2(1 - T) 

S J2;pB/8 + 02p2/(2(1 - T)82). 
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The last inequality follows from using (3.10). Now, by taking () = Dr I p, we have the result. 
o 
Theorem 3.6. For p = 2, f3 = .1, T = .1 and () = Dr / p, we have 

Furthermore, 

Proof. Theorem 3.6 follows by substituting the values of p, f3 and r in Theorem 3.1 and 
Lemma 3 .. 5 respectively. 0 

Acknowledgment: I thank three anonymous referees for their careful reading of this paper 
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